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Organization of the Unit
The procedure followed .-- The unit described in this
thesis has been taught in English C3 classes at Portland,
Maine, high school. It is planned entirely according to
the unit and unit assignment method of teaching recom-
mended by Dr. Roy 0. Billett, of the School of Education
of Boston University. The crux of this method is the
discovery of the fundamental elements which should be
basic in all worthwhile secondary school teaching, and
to work from these elements to actual teaching plans and
methods which can be used in the classroom.
Certain basic principles.-- Democracy demands people
v;ho can think. Education for democracy, then, should be
of a type which gives pupils real problems to solve. Only
when teachers create real life situations in their class-
rooms Yiill the emphasis shift from subject matter as such
to practical school anticipation of the civic, work,
social, home and personal problems the pupil will later
face as an adult.
And since high schools today Include in their student
bodies everyone from the mentally elect down to the
1
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2mentally handicapped, from those with cultured homes to
those v/hose hallways alv/ays smell of boiled cabbage, the
course of study must be as varied as the contents of a
Maine seashore antique shop. In the ViTords of Dr. Billett,
the course must provide "not only for the basic resem-
blances and common needs of all the pupils enrolled, but
also for individual differences in aptitudes, abilities,
interests, aims, and hence needs.
2Explanation of Terms
The unit .-- The unit is a description of the goal
of the teacher. It outlines the v/ay or v/ays in which the
teacher expects the pupil to grov;. The teacher hopes,
of course, that her problem solving, lifelike units will
point the pupil’s grov/th in the right direction. So her
classroom experiences are carefully chosen to tie-in
with the pupil's present and expected future life, and
are graded to the level of pupils of the various types
and intellects already described.
The delimitation .-- This further sets the boundaries
of the teaching unit more concretely than can be done in
the limited statement of the unit. It defines the spe-
1. Roy 0. Billett, The Fundamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching. Houston Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 41
2, Ibid,, p. 505-509
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3cific learning products which are to be achieved by the
pupils in a specific class, in a specific course, in a
specific length of time.
The probable indirect and incidental learning products .
The pupil v/ili of course, from the planned classroom
activities, develop concepts, skills, attitudes, abilities,
and appreciations not anticipated by the teacher. These
are noted and recorded as probable indirect and incidental
learning products.
The unit assignment .-- The unit assignment is the
teacher’s plan of activities designed to give each pupil
an opportunity to practice and to develop according to
his needs, the learning products in the delimitation.
The core activities .-- A study and activity guide is
prepared, duplicated, and presented to each pupil. This
guide includes thougjit-provoking questions, ideas for
group discussions, and group and individual problems
which will concern all the pupils before the unit is
completed. It also includes a reading list to v/hich the
pupils can refer in preparing for the various unit activi-
ties .
The optional-related activities .-- No pupil is re-
quired to elect or to complete one of these activities.
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the core activities, or who develop an interest in some
particular phase of the work.
The poolinn;-of..experience phase .— As they near the
end of the unit assignment, the pupils and the instructor
plan exhibits, reports and demonstrations bringing out
the high spots of both the core and the optional-related
activities. In this way, each pupil gains from the similar
gains of his classmates.
Estimating educative growth .-- In the core activities,
optional-related activities, and the pooling-of-experience
phase, the teacher records the educational gain of each
pupil. She does this through class questioning, studying
the behavior of the class members, and by judging their
performance and the products of their v;ork. At the con-
clusion of the core activities each pupil is required
to write an essay summarizing what he has learned in the
unit assignment. These essays are analyzed to determine
to what extent the learning products stated in the unit
and the delimitation have been mastered.
An informal objective test is administered at the
end of the unit assignment. This test is based on the
unit, the items of the delimitation, and the probable
indirect and incidental learning products. In this way
the achievement of each pupil is measured, and his growth
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compared with the grov/th of the other members of the
class
.
Reasons for Selecting This Topic for Study
In the reading and study of poetry the pupil’s
thought is stimulated, his experiences intensified, and
that which is significant and eternal is revealed to him.
Since the main purpose of poetry is ”the imaginative
representation, through the medium of language (and meter),
of the true grounds for noble emotions.'’^ the pupil will
gain in his study of the poetry of his own land those
noble emotions which inspired the poets of each succeeding
generation. Because of its mnemonic advantages and its
concentrated expression of desire the messages of poetry
live longer. The message of disfused and unconcentrated
prose has to be re-said for each generation, in most in-
stances .
In this age of industrialism, scientific marvels
and atomic energy it is imperative that we urge that this
concentrated peak of human utterance be generalized and
freshened, until more men of human glittering share in
it, and until it becomes again the speech of those who
would steer mankind tov/ard v/hatever tomorrow man will
1. Connell, S. J.
,
The Study of Poetry, Allyn and Bacon,
Boston, 1947, p. 9
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6next encounter.
The Group for Vthom This Unit is Planned
The City .-- Portland, Maine is an "overgrown country
town" situated in the south east part of the state on the
coast. The industry is varied and on a conservative
scale. The population is approximately 35,000. The pre-
dominating nationalities of the foreign born are,
Italians, Greeks, Polish, Rumanian, and Armenians. More
than eighty-five percent are native born. The annual in-
come of the individual citizen is average. Portland is
a wealthy city, but the wealth is controlled oy a very
small minority.
The School.-- Portland High School is one of two
public high schools in the city, and has an enrollment
of 1620 pupils. This hi^ school is the second oldest
high school in the United States. The present building
was erected after a fire in 1920 which distroyed the
major part of the old building. The middle wing is a
portion of the old building. There are four floors, and
three wings. The building includes two gymnasiums, a
music room, cafeteria, auditoriiim, shops, consisting of
v/oodworking, machine, auto, and electricity, a library,
and fifty-five classrooms.
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College Course 116 125
General Course 186 140
Shop Course 350
Commercial Course 117 533
Practical Art Course 40 13
Scientific Course 41 14
Home Economics Course 2 28

























9The Classroom .-- English C3 classes are held in a
small but well lighted, heated and ventilated room. The
chairs are moveable, and there are small laboratory
tables for discussion and conference groups. One small
bulletin board and an equally small blackboard provide
a limited space for posting materials related to the
class work, A large storage room provides a place for
filing boxes and stage properties. There are two large
wall mirrors left over from the days when the room served
as a millinery shop in the home economics department.
The mirrors serve our purposes nicely in studying gesture,
facial expression and stage make-up. This equipment is
augmented by "the instructor's own recording devices v/hich
consist of a Brush Sound Mirror, a tape recorder, and a
Wilcox Gay Recordio disc recorder, radio and play back
combination. The class also is privileged to use the
instructor's model stage, v/hich is scaled an inch to the
foot, possessing lights, switch board, transformer,
dimmers, draperies, scenery, and furniture. The class
uses the auditorium stage and public address system when
it seems advisable.
The Membership of the Classes .-- English C3 is
elected by juniors in place of regular Cl non-college
preparatory English, who v/ish more emphasis on speech
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for the purpose of receiving practical experience in
drama, radio, and public speaking. College preparatory
pupils may elect it as an extra subject only. There
are two classes, the combined enrollment is twenty-three
,
All courses of study are represented. The I.Q. ’s range
from dull normal to superior. The talents vary from
limited to gifted.
Ifri.^{>Qnc>^‘taK:735!i& Ii)pi4oi3a^ la oaoq.'i^q *»rfJr *iol
5>ao.j:Xoa
#
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Enrollriient Distribution of Classes A., B.
Classes Courses of Curricula
Col. Gen. Shop
.
Com. Prac .A. Sci
.
Rome .E. Ind. A.
Class A 1 3 1 6 1 2
Class B 3 4 1 1



























THE UNIT OK AMERICAN POETRY
The General Statement of the Unit
RJriythm and meter, the basis of poetry, are ele-
mental in life, the heart beat, the tides of the ocean,
the revolving of the earth, the season cycles, the cycle
of life itself. In childliood v\fe are soothed by rocking
and lullabies and entertained by nursery rhymes; in early
youth our games are rhythmic in form and often accompanied
by tuneful jingles; as we mature we come to realize tnat
poetry stimulates thought, intensifies experience, and
reveals what is significant and eternal. Its materials,
as ¥/ordsworth points out, are to be found in every sub-
ject which will interest the human mind. Throu^ the
study of the period, the life of the poet, or any in-
fluence which may have evoked the poem the student
develops the ability to appreciate and evaluate the
better poetry.
The Delimitation of the Unit
1. P. M. Connell, S. J."*" defines poetry as ”the imagi-
native representation, through the mediuin of language
1. Connell, S. J.
,
The Study of Poetry, Aliyn and Bacon,
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(and meter), of the true grounds for noble emotions.*'
2. In order for one to progress from the enjoyment of
the jingle to the appreciation of true poetry he must
become familiar with the vocabulary and techniques
utilized by the poet.
3. Poetry falls into three major classifications, lyric,
narrative and dramatic.
a. Lyric is that form of poetry in which the primary
and direct object is to express the personal emotion
or emotional conceptions of the writer. It is to
poetry v/hat the essay is to prose. The lyric is
also sub-divided into the following classifications.
The ode is a poem that is more dignified or
exalted in thought and style, usually a poem of
praise
.
Originally the elegy meant a poem that was
quiet and meditative in tone. It has now come to
mean a poem of lamentation especially commemorative
of the dead.
A song is a short lyric adapted for singing.
The sonnet, the most rigid verse form, is also
the most personal in thought content. The
Shakespearian or English sonnet is composed of
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rhyme scheme ofababcdcdefefgg. The
Italian or Petrarchan sonnet is composed of an
octave and a sestet with a change of thought after
the ei^th line. The octave usually makes a general
statement, asks a question, or poses a problem. The
sestet makes the application of the statement,
answers the question, or solves the problem. The
rhyme scheme isabbaabbacdecdeor
c d c d c d.
b. Narrative poetry is that form of poetry which
tells a story.
An epic is a long narrative poem recording the
deeds of real or legendary persons, often of a
national hero, or based on a lofty theme. There is
no true American epic.
A ballad is a short narrative poem that has
groY/n up among the people of a nation. It usually
tells the adventures of a hero such as Robin Hood
or has a weird or pathetic character. The ballad
usually carries a refrain.
A metrical romance deals with love, chivalry,
and religion preserving a closely woven romantic
element throughout.
c. Dramatic poetry includes both tragedy and comedy.
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monologues and dialogues, and everything which is
written in verse for presentation on the stage.
Shakespeare's plays are the finest type of dramatic
poetry. This form of poetry is not as yet v;idely
used in America.
4. Since most of the classifications of poetry are made
on the basis of form, it is necessary for one to be
familiar with the various ornaments of poetry and the
vocabulary of versification. Like music, poetry is
divided into certain time intervals. The syllables in
a line correspond roughly to the notes, and the beats in
the time in music. The technical naiaes for these beats
and syllables are borrowed from the Greek. A line with
only one accent is called monometer, for example
/
Alas
A line with two accents is called dimeter, as
Fashioned so slenderly
Young and so fair
A line with three heavily accented beats is called
trimeter, as
Oh,^ to be in England
Now that April's tiiere
A line with four heavily accented beats is called
tetrameter, as
/ / / _
V/here danced the moon on Monan's rill
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A line with five accented beats is called pentameter
as How sweet the moonliglit sleeps upon this bank
A line with six heavily accented beats is called
hexameter, as
/ / / /
This is the forest primeval, the murmuring
pines and the hemlocks
A line with seven heavily accented beats is called
heptameter, as
/ / / / /
Oh East is East and V/est is West and never
the twain shall meet
A line with eight heavily accented beats is called
octameter, as
/ / / / ^ ^Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered,
we'^ak and v/e'^ary
Trimeter, tetrameter, and pentameter are the most
common beats in English verse. The beats occur more
or less regularly but the lightly stressed syllables
betv/een beats vary in nuiTiber. One of these time
intervals measured by a heavily accented beat is
called a foot. The line is named for the number of
beats; the foot is named for the number of syllables
and the position of its accent. The most important
ones are
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trochaic foot -- tv/o syllables with accent on
first
happy
spondaic foot -- two syllables v/ith accent
on both
gray stones
dactyllic foot -- three syllables with accent
on first
merrily
anapestic foot -- three syllables with the
accent on third
intercede
Rhyme is the similarity in sound of the last
accented syllables in two or more lines of verse.
Rhyming schemes are indicated by letters of the
alphabet, using the same letter for each of a set
of rhyming lines. Unrhymed verse usually sounds
more dignified than rhymed verse. The greater the
number of rhymes within a set of verses, the merrier
it sounds.
Alliteration is the repetition of a letter or
sound in a succession of v;ords. The repetition
usually occurs at the beginning of the words and
this is called initial alliteration. But both
tie J-nsooB tfJlw aoXcrBllYS^. *•" -tool olBrfooa^
YuqBrf
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final and medial alliteration are likewise abundantly
to be found in the pages of literature.
Onainatopoeia is the use of sounds that suggest
the meaning of the v;ord. It is the adaption of the
sounds of words to the sense of meaning conveyed by
them. Suiting the sounds to the sense is the
alliterative definition often used for onomatopoeia.
5. Poetry uses figures of speech much more frequently
than does prose. For this reason poetry must be inter-
preted in terms of what is known to the reader. Figures
of speech imply a comparison that the reader must
visualize
.
In a simile unlike objects are compared and
as or like is used. Sometimes we find the use of
than and seem .
Metaphors are a comparison of unlike objects
without or like .
Personification is a kind of metaphor because
it gives personal attributes to inanimate objects
or abstract ideas. It attributes to lifeless
objects the qualities of life.
The apostrophe is an address to the absent as
if present, or the Inanimate as if human.
Hyperbole is an exaggeration not intended to
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deceive. It is deliberate exaggeration used for the
purpose of producing some startling or alarming effect.
It consists in magnifying an object beyond the bounds
of what is even possible.
Irony is saying the opposite of v/hat is meant
in a tone or manner that shov;s what the speaker
thinks. It can hardly be called a figure of speech
at all. It calls all figures of speech into service,
as its demands require.
An analogy is something like a metaphor. One
situation is described; then a second situation is
stated, the inference being that the second is true
because it is like the first, which is knowTi to be
true
.
A paradox is a statement that appears at first
to be untrue and absurd, but that reveals itself as
being true and important after it is meditated by a
reader or hearer.
6, The history of our nation from its infancy through to
its growth as a world pov;er is reflected in the works of
our poets.
7. American verse of the colonial period is limited
both in quantity and quality. The settlers had other
matters to fill their lives. Our ancestors expressed
I
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their love of beauty in the building of homes and gardens
schools, churches, and cities.
8. The best examples of colonial verse are found in the
works of Anne Bradstreet. Her early efforts v;ere filled
with elaborate figures of speech, borrov/ed from G-reek and
Roman mythology. Later writings reflect the American
landscape in which she lived.
9. Not until the war was won and the union of states
well established was there any verse of serious merit to
represent the Revolutionary period.
10. Philip Freneau was the only significant poet of the
Revolutionary period. An ardent soldier and politician,
Freneau left verse not only of ferver, but simple poems
of men and nature.
11. The National period is knovm as the greatest single
period of American poetry. Pride in the fact of American
security and supremacy found voice in song. The achieve-
ments of the pioneers, the trail-glazers
,
were recorded
in epic prose. With the general prosperity of the 1800 ’s
there was both time and taste for poetry.
12. They reflected three great themes of national life,
themes which we have seen still dominate our literature,
love of nature, love of home, and love of country.
13. The high moral tone of this age inclined to make
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the poetry too didactic.
14. Almost all of Bryant's poetry has to do with nature,
and much of the verse is touched with melancholy. He
wrote of death, the most famous example being, of course,
his "Thanatopsis .
"
15. Emerson's verse is thoughtful rather than emotional.
Such poems as ’’Fable” and ’’Each and All” express in abbre
viated form the theme of his long essay, ’’Self-Reliance”.
’’The Rhodora” is typical of his method of drawing from
nature proof of a religious doctrine, sometimes of his
ov/n making.
16. Longfellow concerned himself chiefly with people.
He has often been called the ’’Household poet” or the
’’Universal Poet”. He excelled as a writer of story-
telling verse.
17. Vi/hittier is the poet of Nev/ England, '/'/hittier did
well with narrative verse, preserving in rhyme, legends
and incidents from American history. There was, moreover
in the poet a deep religious faith which found expression
in some of our most beautiful hymns.
18. Oliver Vifendell Holmes had a light touch that let
Itself v/ell to whimsical verse. But he had his serious
moments, as we v/ell know from reading poems like
’’The Chambered Nautilus”.
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19. Jaxaes Russell Lowell's serious poems center about
themes of home, friends and nature. Like Whittier,
Lov/ell became an Abolitionist; but instead of pathos and
sentiment, Lov/ell used wit, poking fun at corrupt
politicians and slipping in shrewd comraents on current
affairs
.
20. Poe's theory of poetry v/as that it must have two
qualities - melody and mood. It need not speak a message
but it must produce an effect. There are lines in his
verse which cannot be given a literal interpretation; nor
do they have symbolic meaning. They merely lend tone or
color. ’’The Bells” illustrates his point especially well
for in it he has suggested four different moods instead
of the usual one of weird depression. Poe was not always
consistent about keeping the rhythm of a poem in tone
with the subject. Yet he was a master of metrical form.
All his poems are delightful to hear.
21. Sidney Lanier was the greatest of the southern
poets. He v/as a musician v/ith a spiritual idealism.
His "Song of the Chatahoochee” seems a parable of him-
self. He always answered the call of duty; but like
the river, he sang of beauty along the way.
22. The later nineteenth century literature kept pace
with the grov/ing country by increasing its own scope.
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America expanded during the Transition Period, The
Western boundary moved to the Pacific Ocean. California
and Oregon were settled. The Transcontinental Piailroad
was built, and the Atlantic Cable laid. The type of
writing characteristic of this age is frank and rugged.
23. The two outstanding poets of the Transition Pex’iod
v/ere Eraily Dickinson and V/alt V.liitman, although Walt
Whitman’s dates almost coincide with those of another
period. It is strange to link in any way two persons
so different. But in spite of their differences, both
poets made popular a new type of verse-writing, freed
from sentimentality, direct and clear and powerfully
Imaginative. They may be contrasted as follows:
ISmily Dickinson Walt W/hitman
Limited subject No limit in subject matter
Shy Courageous
Retired to solitude Challenged the world
Wrote of the beauty of the Pictured the greatness
unimportant of America
Rarely left her home Traveled the v/orld over
to knov7 his country
24. In the Twentieth Century period America becarae an
industrial nation. It is characterized by factories
working ceaselessly; men and women poorly paid with
little happiness, strikes and panics; increased immigra-
tion; war.
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25. The themes occupying the attention of the poets are
social problems, war, and the commonplace. The dominant
characteristics of the nev/ poetry are rhythms to suit the
mood of the poem, language of the common speech, hard,
clear imagery.
26. Since the best test of greatness in literature is
the test of time, the poets of the Twentieth Century
cannot be truly evaluated. Following are those who have
stood out from the crowd for one reason or another.
27. Edward Harknam is the voice of the masses who earn
their living by the svi^eat of their brow. lie wanted the
soul of man to be developed. He is remembered for
'’The Man With the Hoe".
28. The present day interest in people, ordinary people,
is noticeable in much of our modern poetry. Edward
Arlington Robinson, Amy Lowell, Robert Lee Frost, the
Benets and Edgar Lee Masters have written clearly and
understandingly about people.
29. Carl Sandburg is the poet of industrial America.
He uses slang and the language of the street. He does
not believe in meter and rhyme.
30. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay uses wholly original verse
form and a kind of syncopated movement invented to
attract attention.
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List of Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Product
A. Indirect
1,
Interest in the value of good voice production,
clear and pleasant tonal quality.
B. Direct
1. Develop habits of clear, concise, and vivid use
of the English language in speaking and writing,
2. Ability to interpret for the pleasure of other,
and desire to share and give pleasure.
3. Develop specificity.
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The Unit Assignment^
Time allotment .-- This unit was planned for twenty-
five forty-minute class periods. The class periods are
held five times a week.
Introductory activities .-- The teacher began the
unit with an introductory talk and lead in a discussion
centering around the follov/ing: (a) the., elements of
poetry in our dally lives and the relationship of music,
rhythm, sounds of words and ideas; (b) our Instinctive
search for beauty; (c) the desire to share experiences;
(d) poets are men and women of action as well as vision.
Then, the s tudy-and-actlvity guide, and the optional-
related activities list v/as distributed with the following
explanation given as to the procedure to be followed by
the class in the study of the unit.
Directions for using the ’’Study Guide”
The ’’Study Guide” is v;hat the name implies ”a guide.”
It is to serve to focus your attention on the significant
elements of poetry, namely, types, form, ornaments, his-
torical influences, poets, their lives, philosophies,
and style, and the interpretation of poetry. If in your
1. Many of the ideas, methods, and activities outlined
in the delimitations, the study and activity guide, and
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reading you find questions, activities, or suggested
study helps that could, to advantage, be incorporated
, in this guide bring them to the teacher’s attention.
In following the guide use the procedure that v;ill
serve your purpose the best. Three are suggested. You
may have another.
a. Keep a notebook of your ansv/ers and the reasons
for them.
b. ’.Vrite sui'jirnaries of each period of American
poetry plus brief discussions about types of poetry,
form of poetry, the ’’ornaments "of poetry, or any
other topic that is important to you as a result
of your study.
c. Make outlines of the subject matter and ideas
developed in relation to it.
The notebooks and written work will not be checked
or ranked. This is to serve as a tangible check on
where you agree and disagree v/ith the opinions expressed
in class and the reasons for the differences. Your
achievement in composition will be judged primarily on
your oral contributions during the class discussions.
On items which ask for opinions be sure that your
reasons are logical conclusions derived from facts or
opinions from reliable sources, that is, from the re-
quired reference source or optional reading list.
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1. Why does a person ever write poetry? \\h.at are the
qualities which poetry has in common with other arts?
V;Tiat are the "ornaments” of poetry? (2:794-798)^
2. Y'lhj was it that the early Colonists produced no
poetry to speak of? Prove that they had the soul for
ft.
poetry though they did not produce any. (1:1-405) (2:568)
3. Read Anne Bradstreet’s "A Love Letter to Her Husband"
(2:353-354) and answer the questions for Interpretation
(1:354) and in appreciation (2:376) (4:146-164)
4. If literature reflects the spirit of any age what
kind of poetry would we expect to find in the Revolution-
ary period? Who is the only significant poet in the
period? What type of poetry did he write? (2:438; 441)
(4:431-448) (11:382-383)
5. Vhat were the Revolutionary Ballads? (2:448)
6. ¥hat is Wordsworth's definition of poetry? How does
this explain the limited amount of lyric poetry in the
Revolutionary period? (2:449) (11:205-206)
7. When reading "The Wild Honeysuckle" (2:412) notice
that in describing the flower, Freneau has not used the
general adjectives "beautiful" or lovely". What words
1. To be read as follows: "Pages 794 to 798, inclusive,
of the second reference in the reference list at the end
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has he used instead to suggest these qualities? ’'ih.at
is the central thought of the poem?
8. In ’’The Indian Burying Ground” Freneau uses several
poetic terms Instead of the word "Indian”. V/hat are
they? (2:413)
Class discussion based on the pupils’ word with
items 1 to 8. Oral reading of the poems by the teacher
for the purpose of discussing qualities required for
good oral interpretation of poetry. The class will then
read together "Hale in the Bush”.
9. VIhat period is known as the greatest single period
of American poetry? V/hat explanation can you give for
the great outburst of poetry? (2:589)
V/hat three themes are predominant in the poetry of
the National period? (2:589)
In what way is the high moral tone of this age a
drawback to the poetry? (2:590)
10. Review the classifications of poetry. Vdiat type
of lyric poetry was the most prominent in the earliest
days of the period? Illustrate your answer with specifi
titles and poets. (2:799; 451-460) (16:39-103)
11. 7Jhat is the theme of "The Star-Spangled Banner” --
the thouf^t that underlies the whole song?
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Are such settings common in patriotic songs? Should
they be? Give reasons for your answrer.
Do you think that America, more than any other
nation, has occasion to "Praise the power that has made
and preserved us a nation?" Or is that merely a poet’s
extravagant language? Give reasons for your answer.
Has Francis Scott Key written a song that is
peculiarly American, or might any other nation use it
with slight changes? If so indicate them?
12. Compare the imagery and thought content of "The
Ainerican Flag" with that of "The Star-Spangled Banner".
'.Ihat points of similarity do you find? \*',Tiat difference
are there?
V/liat is there about the form of Drake’s poem that
makes it unsuitable for singing? Do- you think it would
be effective read with a musical setting? If so, wrhat
kind of music v/ould you arrange for the various stanzas
of the poem? If you would care to present your arrange
ment to the class, make arrangements for doing so with
the teacher.
13. Viliat explanation can you give for the fact that
"America" does not have a war setting? How does the
emotional tone of "Ai.ierlca" differ from the tone of
the other two poems?
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’v'^hat features of ’’America" do you think recommended
it for selection as our national hymn?
14. v’l/hat qualities of form in "Home, Sweet Home" in-
dicate that it was written as a song to be sung? Hov;
much of the popularity of the song do you think depends
upon the music which was written for it? State reasons
for your answer.
15. Poets through the ages have shov/ered compliments
on woman’s hair, but Foster found nev; praises for it in
"Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair." V/hat poetic ex-
pression does he use? VJhat qualities of Jeanie 's hair
does it suggest? From the sa:ne song select three or four
other examples of Foster’s ability to express a familiar
idea in new and pleasing ways. Compare v;ith your favorit
modern lyric v;riter. (2:800) (16:414-420)
16. Review the figures of speech. Point out various
kinds that may be found in the verses of Foster’s poems.
Bring to class some good ones found in modern lyrics
that you enjoy.
17. The stanzas of "My Old Kentucky Home" present a
series of pictures. If you were an artist commissioned
to do one illustration for each stanza, v/hat would your
pictures be? Describe each briefly. ?>hat v;ould you use
oils, crayon, black and white? \^Jhy?
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18, flow does Foster suggest an affectionate relation-
ship betv/een the Negro and his white folks in this and
other southern songs?
19. Do you think that it is chiefly the melodies that
have made Foster's songs popular, or do you find a
definite appeal in the words also?
Class discussion based on items 9-19. Records of
these songs sung by Nelson Eddy, Helen Traubel, Dorothy
Maynor, and Richard Crooks will be played and their inter-
pretations compared.^ Do all people sing better than
they read or speak orally? V'/hy are these poems sung
rather than spoken?
20. Upon what themes does Bryant v/rite? ?/hich of his
poems were affected by events in his life? (2:576)
(11:410-418)
21, \Vhat lines of '‘Thanatopsis” have a particularly
Biblical sound? Read aloud the passage that seems to
you most majestic in rhythm and imagery.
Point out at least two unusually fine descriptions
of nature in the poem.
1. "The Star-Spangled Banner”, Nelson Eddy, Colimbia
Record # 172177; ’’America”, Nelson Eddy, Columbia Record
172177; ’’Home, Sweet Horae!”, Helen Traubel, Columbia
Record # 718381; Dorothy Maynor, Victor Record # 10-1340;
’’Stephen Foster Melodies”, Richard Crooks, Album M 354.
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22. ’’Thanatopsis” contains a number* of good figures of
speech. Find two examples of personification, three
metaphors, one simile, and one exaraple of alliteration.
23. V/hat is the most vivid picture painted by ’*To a
Waterfowl*’? Quote the stanza. Quote the stanza which
makes the greatest appeal to our sense of sound. Review
the definition of onomatopoeia. Find an example of it
in this poem.
24. V/hat three occupations did Emerson pursue? In
which of his poems do v/e find stirring patriotism? Wliat
two poems show love of nature? (2; 577) (11:499-511)
25. Emerson had the power, characteristic of great
writers, of putting a large thought into words easy to
remember. Cite at least three examples of quotable
lines found in this group of poems. Choose to do one
of the following, memorize the ’’Fable”, paraphrase it,
or write an original fable of your own.
26. By what tv^ro titles is Longfellow often known?
Explain these tv/o titles. In what poem does Longfellow
show his love of peace and hatred of v/ar? (11:447-458)
27. In ’’The Arsenal at Springfield”, what noise-words
has Longfellov/ used to symbolize the discords of v;ar?
List them. If Longfellow were writing the poem today,
v/hat noises would he have to add?
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28. Explain in simple prose the simile which Longfellow
develops in his sonnet, ’’Nature”, ’."/hich lines of the poem
are especially suited in sound and tone to the thought
of the whole?
29. Explain the metaphor that appears in the first
eight lines of "In the Churchyard at Tarrytown". Make
a list of the words or phrases in those lines which
definitely contribute to that figure.
30. Mark the rhyming scheme for Longfellov^ ’ s sonnets.
Has he used the Italian or the Shakespearean form?
Review the sonnet (2:799)
31. By what title is V/hittier known? In what poem does
",hittier tell of an old custom of the people? (2:582)
(11:458-470)
32. Describe the house and farm-yard where the incident
of "Telling the Bee" took place. How many exact details
does ’Ah.ittier provide in the poem?
33. Wh-ich stanza do you think gives the most poetic
picture of the farm? \7hich stanza gives the most vivid
picture?
34. Would a poem like "Brown of Ossav/atomie" be likely
to antagonize the pro- slavery factions? nhy or why not?
Do you think such poems are effective in shaping public
opinion in a time of crisis? State the reasons for
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your ansv/er,
35. Point out an especially effective simile in the
closing lines of ”The Prophecy of Samuel Sewall”.
36. To what early poet was Holmes related? VJhat pro-
fession did he follow? (2:578) (11:477-482)
37. ^iVhich stanza from ’’The Chambered Nautilus” makes
the most vivid appeal to one's imagination? Vihich stanza
is most melodious? V/hich stanza contains the most
significant thought?
38. Is the poetic form of ”A Family Portrait” light or
sober? Quote some lines to prove your answer. Is the
thought entirely humorous, or actually serious? Does
it lead the reader to think deeply?
39. I'lfhat do you think are the most significant lines
in the poem?
40. Vvhat elements of pathos do you find in the poem?
ViJhat gives the poem its semi -humorous tone? How does
Holmes take the sting from his fun-making? Do you think
that Holmes, even as an old man, would be one to cling
to out-moded customs?
41. The last stanza of the poem is like a challenge
to Fate. Review the dates for Holmes’s life and the
dates for the deaths of his friends. Did any of them -
Emerson, Longfellow, Lowell, Agassiz -- outlive him?
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Or v/as he, like Major Melville, a last leaf on the tree
in the spring of other generations?
42. Name three positions Lowell held during his life-
time. 'JVhich of his poems was inspired by the death of
his little daughter? (11:470-476)
43. In what respect does Lowell's poem **She Game and
Went” serve as an illustration of belief that poetry is
’’emotion recollected in tranquility”? For additional
reading, look up Lowell's ’’The First Snowfall”, which
contains an affectionate reference to the sarae little
daughter; and ”My Love”, a beautiful tribute to Lowell's
wife
.
44. Low^ell has used a very simple stanza form in ’’She
Came and Went” and in ’’The Shepherd of King Admetus”.
Vihat is the poetic effect of the two lyrics?
45. Do you consider some knowledge of Greek mythology
necessary for a well-educated person? Give your reasons
for your answer.
46. Review the definition of an ode ; of an elegy .
Lovi?ell ' E elegy on Lincoln is the sixth stanza of the
’’Commemoration Ode”. (2:799) (16:58)
47. Select for memorization at least ten lines of the
stanza which contains an example of a particularly
effective figure of speech, or v/hich gives an excellent
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portrait of Lincoln.
48. Upon what theme did Poe frequently v/rite? Y/hat
atmosphere do we find in his poetry? For v;hat quality
is his poetry memorable? Explain: "He seems to have
been always a ship without a rudder”. (2:583) (11:428-438)
49. ”To Helen” is one of the few poems by Poe in quiet,
peaceful setting. Y/hat details give it an air of love-
liness? Do you find traces of dejection even in this
poem?
50. Picviewr your definition of onomatopoeia. Yihy may
”The Bells” be described as a poetic exercise in
onomatopoeia? From each of the four stanzas select the
two lines that you consider the best example of that
figure for that stanza. (2:797)
51. Of the four poems name those that best illustrate
the following characteristics of poe’s poetry:
a. Emphasis upon tone rather than meaning.
b. Use of death or grief as a subject.
c. Skillful use of poetic forms to achieve melody.
d. Tendency toward depression, or weird, unnatural
effects
.
52. Name the three southern poets of the National period
v;ho v/rote patriotic poetry during the Civil War. V,hy
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respect do all of these men reflect the South? Hov/
does the Southern poetry differ from that of the North?
(2:596)
53. V/hat special form did Timrod use for Know Not
Vi/hy, but All This Weary Day”? Describe the rhyme pattern.
54. Is ”Ode to the Confederate Dead” an elegy or an ode,
or both? Give the reasons for your answer. Point out
and explain two striking figures of speech in the second
stanza.
55. Indicate several points of similarity between
”The Pine’s Mystery” and any one of Poe’s poems. Find
in the poem examples of alliteration and onomatopoeia.
(2:797)
56. Point out two important differences between the
poems by Lanier and those by the other Southern writers.
57. Make a list of color words that appear in ”Tampa
Robins”. ’Aliich lines have a rhythm like a robin’s call?
There are three different figures of speech occurring
in lines 21, 22, and 23. Name each.
58. See hov/ many different figures of speech you can
find in ”A Song of the Future”. Identify each. How many
different poetical devices are used? List them. Hhat
is the general musical effect?
59. Make a comparison between any poem by Lanier and
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one by Poe of somewhat similar length -- such as ”A
Song of the Future” and ”To One in Paradise”. Do you
find Ruj points of similarity? ’Ahat are the important
points of difference? Write a paragraph entitled
”My Favorite Southern Poet”.
Class discussion on the National Period covering
items 19 to 59. Be prepared to read the poem you liked
best to the class. Free reading and individual con-
ferences with teacher about choice of related activities
and personal reading. Sharing of individual work, or
exhibiting of optional related work which relates to
this period or the two preceding ones may take place
at this point.
60. Name four evidences of expansion which developed
during the Transition Period. 7/hat* type of writing is
characteristic of this age?
61. Contrast the tw'o outstanding poets of the Transition
Period. (2:750)
62. Ydiat did these two writers have in common?
63. Wh.y do we not class Whitman as a v/riter of the
National Period although his dates almost coincide with
those of Lowell? By what title is WTiitman often known?
64. WTiat was WTiitman's idea of poetry? Give the name
and purpose of his first volume.
mf
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65. Give two reasons why Emily Dickinson became a
recluse. ’Mien vi/ere her poems published?
66. List in your notebook the remaining poets of the
Transition Period with a brief identifying charac teristi
of each.
67. V/hich poem in the Vi/hitman group makes a startlingly
accurate prophecy concerning America? V/hich poem or
poems reflect ’JVhitman’s devotion to Democracy? Express
his belief in the universal brotherhood of man? Show
the greatest patriotic fervor? Show the poet's sym-
pathetic nature?
68. Select the one poem you like the best from the
group here presented, and be prepared to tell why you
like it.
69. Vvlien poetry is written in unconventional form, does
it usually gain or lose in (a) literary values, (b)
emotional appeal, (c) power and meaning?
70. Vi/hat qualities make IMiitman's poetry significant?
Be definite in your answer.
71. In Eiaily Dickinson's '’The Railway Train”, there
are only seven descriptive adjectives (not counting
stable before door ) . List those seven adjectives, and
be sure of the meaning of each. But the poet has used
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making nouns are used? List them. How has the use of
descriptive verbs and nouns helped the poet to (a)
economize in the number of words and (b) get vivid,
unusual results?
72. Make a similar study in the comparative number of
adjectives, nouns, and verbs used in either "The Gentlest
Mother" or in "A Day"
.
73. An analogy is a kind of reasoning v/hich argues that
because certain things are true in a given situation,
certain similar things must be true in somewhat similar
situation, ’^''/hich poem by Miss Dickinson states a
philosophic belief in terms of an anal o gy ?
74. Vlihich poems by Miss Dickinson are examples of her
ability to express important thoughts in few v>rords?
V/hich poems best illustrate her ability to find unusual
imagery to suit her purposes?
75. In what respects does the verse of John Bannister
Tabb resemble that of the poet he honored -- Sidney
Lanier? (11:490) Is the basic figure in "Fame" a
simile, a metaphor, or an analogy? Explain.
76. Is the style of "Deserted" by Cawein romantic,
impressionistic, or realistic? Give the reasons for your
answer. Vihat especially effective figure of speech has
the poet used? VJhy do you think the poet has told us
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more about the setting than about the house?
77. Consult your dictionary for the difference in
meaning between sentiment and sentimentality . \>Vhich
quality do you find in *’Little Boy Blue”? There is a
musical setting for ’’Little Boy Blue”; and few people
can hear it sung without tears, or a tightening of the
throat. V/hat do you think is the secret of its appeal
to one's sympathy?
78. Name the poems in this group that are realistic
in subject and detail. V/hlch poems are in nev/ or un-
usual verse forms? V/hich ones display the most sentiment
YiJhlch one do you think show the most finished form?
Vi^hich ones do you like best? Y^liy?
Glass discussion covering items 60 to 78. The
activities stated in items 72 and 73 will be repeated
at this point for the Transitional Period.
79. Y/hat great economic change had come over America
from the National Period to the Twentieth Century?
List some of the chief effects upon society that came
as a result of this change. (11:535)
80. Name three themes which dominated the Tv/entieth
Century poets. Upon what three qualities does the new
school of poetry insist?
81. V/hat hinders our ability to truly evaluate
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Twentieth Century poetry?
82. What is the poetic form of "The Man with the Hoe"?
Do you think the form suited to the thought of the poem?
83. In most sonnets the first eight lines present a
subject or problem, whereas the last six lines present
a conclusion or solution. Does Miss Hay’s "Sonnet"
follow this pattern? Does she achieve an effect of
climax in the last two lines? Give reasons for your
opinion
.
84. How has Frances Frost secured an effect of sharp
contrast in each stanza of "Tune for Carrousels"? V/hat
are the lines that suggest war? Do you think that such
a poem has any effect in making people think or act
differently? Discuss.
85. In what respect is the sonnet by Countee Cullen a
reproach against man rather than against God? (6)
86. Is this lyric an Italian or an Elizabethan sonnet?
How can you tell? Referring to the discussion of the
sonnet (1:799) show that "Yet Do I Marvel" fulfills in
every respect the high requirements of the sonnet form.
87. Why do you think Mr. Sandburg called his four lyrics
on "Playthings of the V/ind" preludes? The preludes --
like much of Mr. Sandburg’s poetry -- are in unconventional
verse. Wliat poetic ornaments are not used? VJhat devices
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has Mr. Sandburg used to make the effect musical? Hov/
does the poem sound when it is read aloud? Choose
three adjectives that v;ill answer the question, ^"(here
in the poem would a more conventional v;riter use quo-
tation marks?
88. Is the meaning of "Four Preludes" explicit or
suggested? Do you think such a poem is likely to affect
people’s thinking? V^ill it affect their actions?
89. WlnY does the poet change his metaphor for the sun
in each stanza of "An Indian Summer Day on the Prairie"?
Shov/ the special appropriateness of each of the four
figures. One stanza contains a second effective metaphor.
Yiliat is it?
90. How does this poem illustrate the transforming pov;er
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Optional-Related Activities^
Art work, sketches, and posters
1. Draw one or more illustrations for any of the re-
quired selections, or for your optional reading. (See
No. 12 on the List of References for Pupils.)
2. Make an art notebook including a series of illumi-
nated poems or quotations from poems which have appealed
to you. For reference see the cover page of the Coronet.
(See file under Coronet.)
3. Make a series of sketches to illustrate one of the
longer narrative poems.
4. Create a series of advertising copies for some im-
portant product and compose appropriate jingles parodying
one of the poets, or compose your ovm original poetic
form. You may use a direct quotation.
5. Make place cards for a poetry luncheon or dinner
using motifs indicative of the American poets or their
poetry. Decorate paper napkins for a poetry tea,
6. Make a collection of pictures that were either in-
spired by a poem or inspired one.
1. The items marked were achieved by some member in
the class.
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Book reviews oral or written
7. Review a book or collection of poetry, imagining
yourself to be the author, compiler or the owner of a
book store. Prepare a poster to illustrate the book if
you can, or arrange an attractive display of the book,
life of author, picture of author, recordings the poet
himself has made or recordings someone else has made of
his poetry, if obtainable.
8. Review a book on the life of any poet, quoting from
his poetry which has been inspired by or is a record of
an event in his life.
Dramatization
9. Volunteer, with other pupils, to rehearse and per-
form a poetic drama of your choice or any portion of one.
10. Write or stage a pageant of American poetry shov/ing
the history of America as portrayed in poetry.
Handicraft
11. Carvings: From wood or soap create heads or model
figures of the poets or figures suggested by their poems.
Consult pictures for the detail.
12. Marionettes: Create a marionette show on the history
of America in poetry. See item 10. This can be a group
activity with different ones working on costumes,
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Staf^e construction
13. Build a model stage set for item 10. You may build
your own from a cardboard packing box or use the class-
room model stage and construct only the set scaling it
to an inch to the foot.
14. Make a three dimensional setting for any of the
poems and provide a musical background to go with the
reading of the poem.
Letter writing
—ll II — —
15. Try your hand at v^riting a letter in poetry to a
friend, as Anne Bradstreet did to her husband. It need
not necessarily be a love letter. The letter may be
Inspired by a scene, trip, stirring event, concert, or
an emotional crisis. The letter may be to a young
friend who needs cheering.
Memory work
16. Prepare a program of poetry to give before the class.
Some suggestions are listed as follows:
a. Poetry typical of any period in American
history suitable for giving before a history class
studying that period, or suitable to give on a
national holiday program.
b. A program of nature poetry suitable for a
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c. A critical review of the life and works of any-
one poet. This is similar to item 7.
d. Famous characters real or imagined revealed
through poetry.
This may be a group or an individual activity. The pro-
grajiis may or may not be done in costume.
17. Using American poetry a choral speaking program may
be prepared shov/ing the four different methods of treat-
ing material for the choric speech v/ork: refrain work,
antiphonal, group work and unison work. Selections may




*«- 18. Become familiar with the great poetry which has been
set to music. Arrange, if possible, a musical program
related to this unit for the benefit of other pupils v/ho
like music.
Notebooks
19. Make a notebook on poems which you have read as an
extension of this unit. The only special requirement is
that you yourself copy each poem. Use the typev/riter if
you are able. Your personal comments and illustrative
sketches will add greatly to the interest of your note-
book. The following are suggestions for notebook
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'J:- Polk poetry of America; (See No. 3 on the List of
References for Pupils); -i:- Poetry for Fun; My Chosen Career
in Poetry; A Log; My Daily Experiences v/ith Poetry;
-»-Araerican History in Poetry; A Non-sectarian Hymnal by
American Poets; (See No. 13 on the List of References
for Pupils); G-reat Poetry Set to Music; My Favorite
Nature Poems; Poetry of My Parents' Native Land; (See
Nos. 5-6-7-14-15 on the List of References for Pupils);
Comparisons of My Favorite Poets,
20. Make a notebook on the ''ornaments of poetry".
Illustrations may be chosen from the poems on either
reading list.
21. Make a collection of poems that either were in-
spired by a famous painting or inspired one.
22. If you have attempted to write poetry and have
kept your verses, make a collection of them with critical
comments on your efforts.
Photography
i-23. Illustrate your favorite poems with caraera studies
you have taken yourself. (See No. 8 on the List of
References for Pupils)
Poetry reading contest
24. In England for many years and of more recent date
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been held. Last year at the National Forensic League
Tournament such a competition was instituted. If the
number of pupils interested is great enough, v/e will
hold one of our ovm.
Radio
25. Plan and present a radio program. This may take
any of the various forms, quiz program, dramatization,
discussion of the merits of one or more poets.
26. One of the programs suggested in item 16 may be
prepared for the radio.
Recordings
27. There are many recordings available of the poets
of today reading their own poetry^. Can you arrange a
program of recordings for the class v/ith comments on
the life of the poet and background for the poems re-
corded?
28. Using the Sound Mirror Recorder you may prepare a
program of recordings you have made yourself.
Social
29. Organize with your friends a poetry club for the
purpose of having a social hour in which you share ex-
periences in the reading and writing of poetry. Each
1. Harvard Vocarium Phonograph Records, Harvard
College, Cambridge.
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member should keep a log of the meetings recording his
impressions and the benefits derived therefrom.
30. Run a series of informal poetry "teas” not only for
your classmates, but also for friends, relatives, teachers
and other members of the school whom you feel would enjoy
and secure benefit from such an experience. Secure able
guest speakers for the occasion. The following is a
suggested list of local people ’who are knov/n to have a
love for poetry and are classed as good speakers:
Mr. Robert P. Tristram Coffin, poet and Professor at
Bov/doin College; Professor Mitchell of Bowdoin College;
Miss Lysla Abbott, School Librarian, Portland Public
Library; Mr. Arlyn E. Barnard, Radio Announcer and
Narrator, Station WCSII; Mrs. Dagmar Potholm Peterson,
professional reader and entertainer; Miss Isabelle K.
Pease, English Instructor, Deering High School.
31. Observe the techniques used in class for the study
of the various poems and follow a similar procedure at
home. In the evening of each school day read with your
parents the poems you have enjoyed most in your class
laboratory period during the day. At the end of the
study of this unit v/rite a paper v/hich v/ill reflect what
the experience has meant to you and ask your parent or
parents to write a paper noting their reactions.
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Versemakin:^,
32. Try your hand at one of the simpler verse forms,
the couplet, quatrain, or tercet. Attempt a longer poem
if you wish. If you select this as your optional-
related activity consult the teacher for suggested
exercises for developing the skill in creating figures
of speech, rhyme, rhythm and meter.
Word study
33. Make a list of poetic expressions in one column
and in a column opposite the corresponding everyday
commonplace expression which would go with it. For
example
:
Poetic expression Commonplace expression
The thistle is a pov/der puff The thistle is a pasture
With Nature's softest silk v;eed
for fluff. Wliich all toe? soon is gone
to seed.
Written composition
34. See also book reviews, letter writing, and verse-
making.
35. Write a comparison of two poets.
36. Take one of the longer narrative poems from the
optional reading list and rev/rite it in prose.
37. P’or practice in precis writing attempt to write one
for each of the poems on the required list.
38. A reviev/er has referred to the reading of Robinson's
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poetry as similar to '•turning the pages of a photograph
album" while a nearby friend comments, on the lives of
the subjects. If you care to you may attempt to v*T?ite
verse-portraits of people in your own family.
39. Try v/riting some nonsense verses of your own.
40. Attempt to write your class history in verse form.
Original ideas
41.
You may have some other idea that you wish to
develop as an individual task; jot it down, and ask
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The Pooling-of-Experience Phase
Exhibition. -- One class period was set aside for an
exhibition and demonstration of the work done in the unit.
^ For the exhibition, the pupils chose to use the best
written work by members of the class. Papers, reports,
drav/ings, and notebooks v/ere attractively displayed on
the tables.
Demonstrations . -- Each pupil chose to do an in-
dividual optional-related activity. The classes as a
unit elected to do the activity No. 30 involving the
sponsoring a series of lectures on poetry. After de-
ciding on the offices and committees necessary for
carrying out the work, they volunteered to serve in any
capacity. The host and hostess worked together. Their
duties were to interview and secure the speakers, invite
those who were to pour, introduce the speakers, and
greet the guests. The reporters, a boy and a girl, pre-
pared copy for the nev;spaper notices and reviev/ed the
lecture the following day in class for the benefit of
any pupil who had been unable to attend. They also
secured the services of a professional photographer to
take pictures 'of speakers and honored guests. The
servers, as the name implies, served the guests, while
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dishes and silver. They put the library and home eco-
nomics room in order after the guests left. The pupils
served in a different capacity each v/eek, making it
possible for those who so desired to have the experience
which the various committees provided. The lectures
were held in the library once a week from 3:30 to 5:00 P.M.
The speakers were:
Miss Lysla Abbott, Portland Public Library School
Librarian; Mr. Arlyn Barnard, Radio Story Teller,
Station WCSH, Portland; Miss Isabelle K. Pease,
English Instructor, Deering High School; Mrs. Dagmar
P. Petersen, Professional Reader and Entertainer;
Poetry reading and writing contest - Pupils from
the school; and Mr. Robert P. Tristram Coffin,
Maine’s own poet. Professor of Poetry, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
The speakers chose their ov/n topics. Miss Abbott
and Mr. Barnard read poetry. Miss Pease showed the
correlation between poetry and the activities of their
daily lives. Mrs. Petersen read a cutting from the
poetic drama ’’Winterset” by Maxwell Anderson. Mr. Coffin
discussed poetry as an art and medium of expression
illustrating with readings from his ov/n composi tions
.
The poetry reading and writing contest was opened to
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the entire student body. Eleven pupils from the school
competed in the reading and twenty-three in the v/riting
contest. The English C3 classes judged the reading, but
they asked the librarians from the Portland Public
Library to judge the writing contest.
An invitation was extended to the entire student
body through the English department. Since the library
v/ould accommodate only the limited number of fifty,
each teacher was permitted to send four representatives
from his classes. There was a fee of tw'enty-five cents
to cover the cost of the refreshments. Parents and
faculty members were guests. The home economics class
under the supervision of its instructor planned the
tea menus and prepared the food.
One girl decorated the tea napkins for one occasion.
A boy illustrated Mr. Coffin’s poem ’’The Alphabet”,
which Mr. Coffin in turn autographed for him. Two boys
interviewed the owner of a book store and through his
cooperation set up a table displaying Mr. Coffin's
books
.
One boy, v;ho takes printing, set up and printed
twenty- five copies of the poems that w:on the writing
contest
.
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the classes have planned a program of American poetry,
song and art which will be given later in the spring
as a public performance. Time and the auditorium
schedule did not permit both the teas and program to be
done during the twenty-five class period limit of the
unit. But extra-currlcularly the picture frame for the
living pictures is in the making, the program planned
and the pupils are v/orking on their individual contri-
butions .
The Estimation of Educative Growth
The summary . - - Before the pooling-of-experience
phase, each pupil was required to write a summary of
what he had learned in the five parts of the work on
poetry; (1) poetry as a medium of expression, (2) the
form and ornaments of poetry, (3) the figurative language
of poetry, (4) the historical background to the five
periods of American poetry, (5) the poets and their con-
tributions to poetic literature.
The questionnaire .-- At the end of the unit, each
pupil was required to write the answers to the following
questions
:
Do you like this method of study?
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7i/hat part did you like least?
Did you find this type of work more difficult
than other methods of study?
Do you think that you learned more or less
about the subject matter in this type of
work, than in other methods of study?
The lOt^ .-- During the laboratory period, the
teacher kept a record of the behavior, performance, and
achievement of each pupil.
The informal objective test .-- At the end of the
unit, the teacher administered an objective test based
upon the items of the delimitation and the probable
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Test for the unit on American Poetry
Encircle the T follov/ing each ’’possible answer” which
taken v/lth the preliminary phrase makes a true statement;
encircle the P if you think the complete statement is false
1-5 Poetry is considered
a. an art
. T P
b. a science. T P
c
.
a skill. T P
d. a profession. T P
e a philosophy. T P
6-10 Since most of the classifications of poetry
are made on the basis of form it is desirable
for one to be at least faiailiar with
a. the various ornaments of poetry. T P
b. the poet’s life. T P
c the themes common to poetry. T P
d. the occasion that inspired the poem. T P
e the vocabulary of versification. T P
11-15 To please the ear the poet
a. spaces the accented and unaccented
syllables at regular intervals. T P
b. lets the last accented syllable in
tv/o or more lines be similar in sound. T P
c sets his lyrics to music. T P
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A
d. uses two or more words beginning
with the same consonant in the same
or adjoining lines. T P
e. uses v;ords which sound like the idea
they denote
. T P
Mark each statement written below which you think is
false by encircling the P; mark each statement which
you think is true by encircling the T at the end of
the statement.
16. The epic is to poetry what the legend is
to prose. T P
17. The lyric is to poetry what the essay is
to prose. T P
18. There is no true Ajnerican epic. TP
19. Dramatic poetry is not widely used by
American poets. T P
20. The ballad is written only by people who
are illiterate or poorly educated. T P
21. The lyric is subdivided into ode, elegy,
song, sonnet, and ballad. T P
22. The sonnet has one set form to follow. T P
23. All songs that have a refrain are called
ballads
. T P
24. An ode is a poem of praise. T P
25. A metrical romance is a lyric poem of
love. T P
26. A ’’foot” of poetry is determined by the
number of syllables and the position of
the accent. T P
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27. All figures of speech imply a comparison
that the reader must visualize. T F
28. Two effective figures of speech are
onomatopoeia and alliteration. T F
29. Metaphors are expressed comparisons. T F
30. American verse of the colonial period
v/as limited not in quantity but in
quality. T F
31. The most common beats in English verse
are called trimeter, tetrameter, and
pentameter. T P
32. "But now his nose is thin
And it rests upon his chin", is an
example of iaiiiblc trimeter. T F
33. Time alone can tell what is good in
poetry in the Twentieth Century. T P
The name of each period of American poetry listed below
is given a number. Show by v/riting the correct number





4. Transitional or Westward Expansion Period
5. Twentieth Century or Modern Period
34. The poetry was too didactic because of the
high moral tone of the ( )
35. War, songs and satire reflected the spirit
of the ( )
The love of beauty as shown in their
gardens and religious songs proved they had
a soul for poetry if not time in the ( )
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37. Nev/ nationalism, more unity, more leisure
explains the great outburst of poetry
in the ( )
38. Anne Bradstreet wrote in the ( )
39. Great westward expansion took place in the ( )
40. Although Walt V/hltraan’s dates almost
coincide with those of another period
he is classified under the ( )
41. Frankness and ruggedness are the chief
characteristics of the ( )
42. The transcontinental railroad was built
in the ( )
43. Philip Freneau was the most significant
poet of the ( )
44. Social problems, war, commonplace topics
viere the themes for the poets of the ( )
45. The language of the common speech marked
the poetry of the ( )
46. The Civil War was fought during the ( )
47. Interest in everyday ordinary people is
shown in the poetry of the v/riters of the { )
48. The poets used such themes as love of
nature, home, and country in the ( )
Write the last name of the poet the statement identifies.
49. Almost all his poetry had to do with
nature, and much of the verse is
touched v/ith melancholy.
50. His verse was thoughtful rather than
emotional.
51. He concerned himself chiefly v/ith
people. He excelled as a writer of
story-telling verse.
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52. He is the poet of New Englauid. He did
well with narrative verse, preserving
in rhyme, legends and incidents from
American history.
53. There are lines in his verse which
cannot be given a literal interpre-
tation; nor do they have symbolic mean-
ing.
54. He was a musician with a spiritual
idealism.
55. She wrote of the beauty of the
unimportant.
56. He had a tendency toward depression,
or weird unnatural effects.
57. He pictured the greatness of America.
58. He was skillful v;ith the use of poetic
forms to achieve melody.
59. He was the voice of the masses who
earned their living by the sweat of
their brow.
60. He was the poet of industrial America.
He uses slang and the language of the
streets.
61. The poet's verse form was wholly
original, a kind of syncopated move-
ment invented to attract attention.
62. He had a light touch that let itself
well to whimsical verse.
63. He was an Abolitionist and used his wit
to poke fun at corrupt politicians, but
his serious poems centered about themes
of home, friends and nature.
64. He was always consistent about keeping
the rhythm of a poem in tone with the
subject.
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The following quotations from the required reading list
were selected to illustrate how poets used figures of
speech. Check in the parentheses the name of the figure
which correctly identifies the illustration.
65 .
66 .
Helen, they beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore.




Here once the embattled farmers stood
And fired the shot heard round the world.





. My apple tree will never get across
And eat the cones under his pine trees.













68 . Nature, the gentlest mother.
Impatient of no child.
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69. The sun is a wounded deer.




70. There noonday never knows
'iVhat names immortal are;
'Tis nif^ht alone that shows





71. I care not much for gold or land;--
Give me a mortgage here and there, --
Some good bank stock, -- some note of hand; --
Or trifling railroad share
I only ask that Fortune send





72. As a twig trembles, which a bird
Lights on to sing, then leaves unbent.
So is my memory thrilled and stirred;
I only knov/ she came and went.
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73. My heart a dewdrop is.




74. Rhodoral if the sages ask thee why
This charm is wasted on the earth and sky,
Tell them, dear, that if eyes were made for seeing.
Then beauty is its own excuse for being.




75, Upon his v/ill he binds a radiant chain.
For Freedom’s sake he is no longer free.
It is his task, the slave of Liberty,
With his own blood to wipe away a stain.
That pain may cease, he yields his flesh to pain
To banish war, he must a vi/arrior be.
He dwells in Night, eternal Davm to see.
And gladly dies, abundant life to gain.




76, Earth, that nourished thee, shall claim





I like to see it lap the miles
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And stop to feed itself at tanks;
And then, prodigious, step




78. And my heart is like a rhyme




79. The robin laughed in the orange tree




Read the following poems and check in the parentheses
the correct completion of each statement following them.
Introduction
(from Blake's Song of Innocence)
Piping dov/n the valleys wild.
Piping songs of pleasant glee.
On a cloud I savi? a child
And he laughing said to me.
’’Pipe a song about a Lambl”
So I piped with merry cheer.
"Piper, pipe that song again”;
So I piped: he wept to hear.
"Drop the pipe, thy happy pipe.
Sing thy songs of merry cheer]
”
So I sang the same again,
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’’Piper, sit thee down and v;rite
In a book that all may read.”
So it vanished from my sight
And I plucked a hollov/ reed.
And I made a rural pen,
And I stained the water clear.
And I wrote my happy songs
Every child may joy to hear.
80. A Poet was inspired to write by
a . a 1 amb
. ( )
b. a cloud. ( )
c. a pipe. ( )
d. a child. ( )
81. The Poet
a. first piped, then sang, then wrote. ( )
b. first wrote, then sang, then piped. ( )
c. first sang, then piped, then wrote. ( )
d. first piped, then wrote, then sang. ( )
82. The child the Poet saw was
a. his son. ( )
b. a neighbor. ( )
c. a young shepherdess. ( )
d. an imaginary child. ( )
83. The poem
a. relates an actual experience of the
Poet’s. ( )
b. is a symbolic expression of the feeling
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c. is an allegory expressive of a
disappointment over a lost child. ( )
d. describe a way to write with a pipe




One year ago my path was green.
My footstep light, ray brow serene;
Alas! and could it have been so
One year ago?
There is a love that is to last
llhen the hot days of youth are past;
Such love did a sweet maid bestov/
One year ago.
I took a leaflet from her braid.
And gave it to another maid.
Love I broken should have been thy bov;
One year ago.
84. The poet
a. has been turned dovm by his lady. ( )
b. has grown too old to love. ( )
c. has been disillusioned because no love
lasts. ( )
d. has made a mistake. ( )
My Star
(Browning)
All that I know '
Of a certain star
Is, it can throw
(Like the angled spar)
Now a dart of red.
Now a dart of blue;
Till my friends have said
They would fain see, too.
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My star that dartles the red and the blue I
Then It stops like a bird; like a flov/er,
hangs furled:
They must solace themselves with Saturn
above it.
Vvhat matter to me if their star is a v/orld?
Mine has opened its soul to me; therefore
I love it.
85. The poem is really about
a. a flying bird. ( )
b. a star in heaven. ( )
c . a woman
. ( )
d. a planet. ( )
86. The poet says that
a. others can appreciate the star as much
as he. ( )
b. others can appreciate only something
more obvious. ( )
c. his star is fickle. ( )
d. he loves his star because it is larger
than a planet. ( )
Several words are omitted in the following lines, dashes
being used in their places. Each dash is labeled A, B,
C, or D. Below the lines you v/ill find groups of words
correspondingly labeled. Choose the one v/ord from each
group which will make the best sense in the poem. Write
your choices in the blanks provided.
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From "An Essay on Man"
(Pope
)
Hope springs eternal in the human breast:
Man never is, but always A blest;
All are but parts of one stupendous v;hole,
VJhose body B is, and God the soul.
87. a. Can be, has been, to be, must be
88. b. Science, wisdom, music, nature
From "MacPlecknoe"
(Dryden)
Some beams of wit on other souls may fall.
Strike through, and make a A interval;
But Shadwell’s genuine B admits no ray,
Ilis rising fog prevails upon the day.
89.
a. Lucid, pretty, saintly, stupid
b. Wit, night, brain, rain
Before
(From "In Hospital" by Henley)
Behold me v/aiting -- waiting for the knife
A little while, and at a leap I storm
The think, sweet A of chloroform.
The drunken dark, the little death-in-lif e
.
The gods are good to me: I have no wife.
No innocent child, to think of as I near
The B minute; nothing all too dear
Unmans me for my bout of G strife.
Yet I am tremulous and a trifle sick.
And, face to face with chance, I shrink a little:
My hopes are strong, my will is something weak.
Here comes the basket? Thank you. I am ready.
But gentlemen, my porters, life is brittle:
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Wicked, fulsome, passive, hopeless
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A. Required by the study guide. All are in the official
















A Love Letter to Her
Husband
The Wild Honeysuckle




Home, Sweet Home I









The Arsenal at Springfield
The Building of the Ship
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Dear Lora and Father
of Mankind





She Came and Went






To One in Paradise
I Knov/ Not WiTj But All
Weary Day
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The Harlequin of Dreams
The Song of the Future
A Ballad of Trees and
the Master
The Defense of the Alamo
I Hear Ar.ierica Singing
For You, 0 Democracy
Thick-sprinkled Bunting
Beat I Beat I Drums
Come Up From the Fields,
Father
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Paul Laurence Dunbar Song of Summer
Stephen Crane I Saw A Man
The Blades of Grass
Twentieth Century
John Gillespie Magee, Jr. Higih Flight
Joyce Kilmer The Peacemaker
John McCrae In Flanders Fields
William Rose Benet The Great Land
Edv;ln Markham The Man With The Hoe
Sara Henderson Hay Sonnet
Frances Frost Tune for Carrousels
Countee Cullen Yet Do I Marvel
Carl Sandburg Four Preludes on
Playthings of The Wind
The Harbor
Grass
Nocturne in a Deserted
Brickyard
Edgar Lee Masters Henry Zoll, The Miller
Lucinda Matlock
Anne Rutledge
Stephen Vincent Benet Abraham Lincoln
Edwin Arlington Robinson Miniver Cheevy
Plammonde
Robert Tristram Coffin The Secret Heart
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On A Tree Fallen Across
the Road
Vachel Lindsay The Soul of a Butterfly
An Indian Summer Day on
the Prairie
Lizette Woodworth Reese Sunrise
Sara Teasdale Blue Squills
There Yifill Come Soft
Rains
Witter Bynner A Dance For Rain
Archibald Rutledge Exile
Aray Lowell Wind and Silver
Madonna of the Evening
Flowers
Robinson Jeffers Ascent to the Sierras
Karle ?/ilson Baker Good Company
Lew Sarett Wailing Lynx
Feather
Arthur Guiterman The Single-Track Mind
Habits of the Hippopotamus
Ogden Nash Very Like a 1^/hale
Robert Nathan To a Young Friend
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THE EVALUATION OP THE POETRY UNIT
Evidence of Pupil Growth in the Knowledge
and Appreciation of Poetry
Ghanp-e in attitude towards the study and reading
of poetry ,-- The unit on poetry was the third unit of
work. The pupils enjoyed the unit on conversation,
v/hlch was followed by a unit on choral speaking, becaus
the informal, individual, and group activities helped
to break down the reserve and self-consciousness of
speaking before the class. These units served to
establish rapport between the teacher and the pupil,
as well as between the pupil and other members of the
class. Their previous experience with the study of
poetry, however, made them very apprehensive, and they
approached this unit with misgivings. At the beginning
of the work, the boys, especially, doubted the func-
tional value of poetry. The girls were very eager to
engage in the social phase of the literary teas, but
shared the boys’ opinion regarding the study of poetry.
They literally came to scoff both in class and at the
teas, but they remained to enjoy, appreciate, and
understand.
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period, the pupils were required to write a summary of
the unit. A study of these summaries proved that the
pupils had grasped most of the understanding set dovm
as the teacher's goal in the delimitation. Some of the
pupils were still confused about the techniques of
poetry.
The replies to the questionnaire were interesting
and gratifying.
like the whole method of study. It is
easier to learn v/hen you find out things
for yourself. It helps you to remember.*'
"The part I liked the most was the
'literary teas'. I feel more at ease in
smaller gatherings now. The speakers were
very helpful in answering some of the im-
portant questions regarding the unit,
fvlrs. Petersen made very clear the reason
why we do not have poetic drama in America."
"I believe that the oral class recitation
is a great improvement over written work.
It not only gives the pupil his chance to
recite, but also gives him a chance to
address people, to gain poise and con-
fidence, and to become a better conver-
sationalist .
"
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9”LIaybe I haven’t learned much about the
’ornaments of poetry or figures of speech’
but I do understand poetry better and now
I like to read it.”
”I found the study of poetry much less
difficult than it has ever been, and I
believe this is because of the questions
in the study guide.”
”I liked this method of study. Our lives
are full of fluctuations and uncertainty.
If we have the freedom of choosing and
planning our study time, we learn more
and enjoy it at the same time.”
”I agree with Mr. Coffin v/hen he says,
’Poetry improves on life’.”
”I never realized before how much we
depend on the poets for beauty of
verbal expression.”
”I have always loved poetry and this
method enabled me to enjoy it with others.”
”I thinli I should learn more if all classes
were conducted in this manner. We seem to
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Pupil achievement .-- At first there was a tendency
to want to find the answers to the questions all written
out, and the pupils v/ere disturbed when they did not
find them. Gradually, as they became interested in the
subject, they asked questions, volunteered information,
brought in pictures and books, and entered into earnest
discussions regarding the social, religious, labor, and
political problems of life, and found pleasure in
visTializing the figures of speech. As a result of their
study, they have planned to produce a program combining
poetry, music, and art for the public. The influence
of this study was felt by the rest of the school through
the contests of poetry reading and writing. One of the
teachers of freshmen English, in expressing her appre-
ciation, said, "We want to thank you. Had it not been
for the contest and the literary teas, v/e should have
missed two weeks of real pleasure. The v;riting of
poetry has been fun for both the pupils and the teacher.”
Analysis of objective te s t results .-- The results
of the test, which was administered to both classes, show
that most of the learning products of the unit were
achieved by the pupils. There were 94 items in the test.
The range of score in Glass A was from 80 to 59. The
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Figure 1. Test Scores Class A
pupils
True and False Errors
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 Total
1. . X X X X X 5
2..
' X X X X 4
3 .
.
X X X X X X 6
4. . X X X X X X X 7
5. X X X X X X X X 8
6. . X X X X X X X 8
7. X X X X X X X X X 9
8. . X X X X X X X X X 9
9. X X X X X X X X X 9
10. . X X X X X 5 1
11. . X X X X X X X X X 9 1
1 12. . X X X X X X X X X 9 i
13. . X X X X X X X X X X X 11 !
14. . X X X X X X X X X X 10

































































































































































12. X X y
A
X
X X X X X X X 11 28 66
ii




X X X X X X X 13 32 62
ij




















Total 1 3 5 1 4 4 1 5 1 4 5 5 2 2 0 3 2 2 0 2 5 5 8 3 8 11 9 10 13 13 137 343
ij






























Multiple Choice Errors Total Total
Pupils 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 '85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 Total Errors Score
1. . X X X X X X X 7 16 78
1
2. . X X X X X X X X X 9 19 75 1
3. . X X X X X X X X 8 22 74
4. . X X X X X X X X X X 10 23 71
5.
.
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 24 70
6. X X X X X X X X X X X 11 24 70
7. X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 28 66
8. X X X X X X X X X X 10 31 63
9. X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 35 59
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The range of the score in Class B. v;as from 78 to 59.
The arithmetic mean is 69.56. The standard deviation
is 5.32.
The Teacher’s Experience v/ith the Unit
The preparation .-- The most difficult part of the
unit method of teaching is the setting of the goals and
the selecting of the items for the study-and-activity
guide. But the satisfaction and confidence, which
possesses one’s being when he approaches his class as a
result of this basic step, more than compensate for the
hours of time aind energy expended. The delimitation
serves to focus the teacher’s attention on the specific
items to be learned, thus avoiding the confusion virhich
so often attends the pupil’s experience when he is con-
fronted v/ith undoubtedly very interesting but extraneous
detail
.
Since the classrooms in our building are of the most
conventional type, it was good fortune indeed, that these
classes were assigned to the only room which was equipped
with moveable furniture, mirrors, closet space, and
nimnerous electrical outlets for sound equipment, recording
devices, radio, record player, and desk lamps. Having
no steel filing cabinets, we substituted corrugated
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handling and provide for the filing of letter and legal
size paper. These cartons were kept on the shelves in
the spacious closet, but could also be taken to the tables
for more convenient reference. The laboratory library
was augmented by books from the school library, the school
department of the Portland Public Library, and the books
purchased by the instructor when planning the unit. Many
books ViTere added, some permanently, by the pupils them-
selves. If the room were used exclusively by the in-
structor and pupils of these classes, it would be more
desirable to have the walls of the room lined with shelves
for the books, but since the room is also used by the
Evening School, the closet provides a more secure, if
less convenient, place.
Since this was the third in a series of units, the
method of using the study-and-activity guide was familiar
to the pupils. In some instances, the optional-related
activities, however, needed a brief explanation.
The laboratory period .-- Both classes, w'hich are
small compared to the average class in our high school,
met every day. Sometimes the pupils would work together
on the activities, but the tendency was to work inde-
pendently and then compare results. Their interest in
basic truths, as expressed by the poets, grew and in-
tensified, resulting in discussions of considerable
ir f
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depth and sincerity. The joy of interpreting the poems
orally in both solo and group work was enhanced by the
use of the recording machine. Intonation, inflection,
and simple articulation and pronunciation were made much
clearer. Opinions varied regarding the study-and-activity
guide. There were those who felt that some questions
could have been combined, thus avoiding too much detail,
while others held the reverse opinion, wanting even more
detail
.
The instructor experimented with the unit in three
regular English classes, each numbering over thirty.
Tv/o classes were boys from the shop courses, and one
was a class composed mostly of girls from the commercial
course. These classes were too large for the size of
the room. When every chair was occupied, there was no
room to permit freedom of movement, and the table space
was inadequate. More time than could be expended was
required for the pooling-of-experience phase. The
specificity of the study-and-activi ty guide, plus the
latit^ide for individual differences in both the guide
and optional related activities, gave direction and purpose
to the large classes as well as to the smaller ones, and
was of invaluable aid in solving some of the problems
caused by overcrowding and increased numbers. Even if
the room had been large enough, the membership of these
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classes was of such caliber that the students needed
more time and individual attention in order to produce
the results comparable to those produced in the smaller
classes composed of the same type of pupil. Probably
the unit needed more differentiation for these pupils.
The question regarding the functional value of
poetry in the lives of shop boys and commercial girls
Y/as raised at the beginning of the unit and discussed
at the close. There YYere those who believed that the
limited amount they were able to comprehend, appreciate,
or would use, did not justify the time spent. But it
was interesting to note that this opinion was held by
the minority. The others rather resented the implica-
tion that because their interests and abilities lie
in the non-academic skills that they were not mentally
capable of comprehending or appreciating the art of
poetry and would not have need of it. They felt that
their experience with the study of poetry had enriched
their appreciation for beauty of verbal expression.
And that the awareness of ffigurative speech and its
effectiveness in daily communication was just as im-
portant to them as it was to their academic friends in
their contact with their felloYvmen.
The evaluation of the unit method .-- The unit
method is a practical method of teaching. It is a
teorshonq •xob'io ni iBublvlbaX hti% ©<al^ ©*^00
'I&IX.9OT3 pI o*iq eeqrlJ oX' 9SdB.ievjaoo^ g^X*fe®'i etW
xrdflcfo'-rSL .Ilowq 'Jo e^ma >>dcJ lo, 5o8.oqstGd s^eeeiio i
.«XIqx/q Tol Apict/jitfnarceHii) aiom L^b^a ,tXpsJ fltfX*
Ic ux'Xjiv CBnc2Xo.au1 &n;X .^nlh^a^Q'x xiolJet)4fp 94^,.
xstdi9«yaco tns ai^d<f qocfa lo eeyXX f*i)oQq. '
T>op.euoalb r>nji xfau edX^/io^ ^alfiril^ad asi^ 3e,hlQXjB«i sjpw
odJ bovoXXdd odv? rtscffit ©aew
.©aeXd a44h ctji
i..'-
,o3Baoeiqq« ^fa^^^^©*xq^;^oo o;f aXefju ©rcow ^^o.oo»iaet b.dXiMutX X
.fva .Xasqe emI2 edi ^IXaut ^on 5Xb Liwpvr 'id
'
bXdfi nolnXco alrCX vsdcJ odon bX 5;ftids9*i&Xi3 j! r
aoXXqirJ ©xid dedneao^ •laddii'i aiodjfo edT arfd
dXI ee.^XXXcfij IrnB aXap'i©d*ni ilarfd ©cirflo&ci no,id"
r-
YXlBdnoai doA s'sow dfirid- «ixi>le olmodBO^-ffplt 0^ nf
to d'lB ©rid gaXtKlaenqpB no ^j'nJcbnorie'icinoo Xri ^XriBqdo
iBrid dXa't Ti'eilT .dX *to badft ©vflri don bXnov/ bcus '^w&oq
«
bdrioXir.o bori x'^^^oq “lo arid ridlw oondliaqs;© *rXsrid
~
1
.rioIeae'Tqxd Xadrcov lo 'lol WXd-fiiosrcqq* ‘il®rid
5tf
adl bHB rfod«q«, 0vXdj3»uq5i2 tp aeens'iBWa edd d^rid bnA
'
-V y
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challenge. It is far from the simplest, but it produces
the best results in the shortest time. With this method
the teacher has to be prepared, and tj^e goals set. It
is a method that provides for individual differences
and encourages correlation v^iith other subjects. The
pupil has an opportunity to set up goals of his own
and thereby learn more effectively by achieving in his
own way.
Through the keeping of the log, observing the re-
sults of the pupils’ activities, and the informal ob-
jective test, the teacher can evaluate her own achieve-
ment as well as the achievement of her pupils.
The unit method provides a means by v/hich teaching
can be systematic, objective, as well as artistic.
iieoiyf>o‘rq it ctud ^deeXoiaiB orld nml *is
Jboadoin Q.id^Jr rittiW ,omid Jtaad'ioxfc '©ifil'
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The Test for the Unit on American Poetry
KEf
True and False
1. T 12. T 23. F
2. P 13. P 24. T
3. F 14. T 25. F
4. F 15. T 26. T
5. P 16. T 27. T
6
,
T 17. T 28. P
7. F 18. T 29. P
8. P 19. T 30. P
9. F 20. F «1—
1
to T
10. T 21. P 32. T
11. T 22. P
Matching
33. F
34. 3 39. 4 44. 5






37. 3 42. 4 47. 4
38. 1 43. 2 CO 3
fto^i no
m














































Lanier 59 . Markham
50. Emerson 55. Dickinson 60. Sanburg
51. Longfellow 56. Poe 61. Lands ay
52. ’v’/hittier 57. ¥/hi tman 62. Holmes
53. Poe 58. Poe 63. Lowell
64. Poe
Multiple Choice




67. Personification •CO d
68. Personification 83. b
69. Hyperbole 84. d
70. Analogy 85. c
71. Irony 86. b
72. Simile 87. to be
73. Metaphor 88. nature
74. Apostrophe 89. lucid
75. Paradox 90. night
76. Personification 91. mystery
77. Personification 92. fateful
78. Simile 93. fulsome
79. Personification 94. Caesar
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Prof. Coffin Of Bowdoin College
Discusses Poetry With Students
Poetry records life experiences
more accurately and better than
any other medium according to
jProf. Robert P. Tristram Coffin,
English professor at Bowdoin Col-
lege and internationally famous
as a poet and artist.
Dr. Coffin made his statement
to a group of students at Port-
land High School who this year
have been studying the rudiments
of poetry and putting some of
their -own life ejqperiences in
metrical form.
The occasion was the sixth
and last in a series of lectures on
poetry in PHS library Wednesday
afternoon. The poetry tea was
given by the English C 3 classes
at the school under the super-
vision of Mrs. Leota W. Rowe.
In his introductory remarks
Dr. Coffin gave a scholastic dis-
cussion of poetry as a whole, con-
cluding with the reading of sev-
eral of his own poems to illustrate
his points. Among the poems
read were The Secret Heart,
which concerns the poet as a boy
and his father. The Spider, The
Golden Falcon and Apples and
Ocean, the latter being a tribute
to his father.
Following his talk Dr. Coffin
autographed his books and made
pen sketches with the autographs.
Mrs. Laurence C. Aildrew, mem-
ber of the school committee, and
Miss M. Adelaide Lehan, dean of
gilds, poured. Philip Petersen was
student host and Mips Suzanne
Higgins, student hostess.
Others present were the follow-
ing guests, Charles E. Campbell,
Mrs. Belmont Adams, Mrs. Fran-
ces Donnell Grasse, Miss Martha
B. Hopkins and Mrs. Theodore S.
Johnson.
Faculty members present were
Miss B. Elizabeth Sinkinson, Miss
Amy P. Wiswell, Miss Madeleine
D. Kingsley, Mrs. Hazel M. Rogers,
Miss Louise Dunham, Miss Ethel
McCallum, Miss Barbara Wal-
lace, Miss Mary Conroy, Mrs.
Mary Ellen Bohan, Miss Ruth L.
Sturgis, Miss Helen V. Robinson,
Mrs. Georgia Hall and Theodore
S. Johnson.
Students in attendance were
Janice L. Marquis, Elaine Mishio,
Gloria Tevan, Claudia Burke,
Suzanne Higgins, Alberta Fraser,
Marjorie Osmond, Gloria Koenig,
Delores Lane, Patricia Fuller,
Donna Libby, Kathryn Kenney,
Florence Maroon, Helen Malco-
nian, Judith Venner, Bernadette
Vigue.
;
Sally Rich, Ruth Savage, Joanj
M a s a 1 i n. Rose Audet, Helen
Adams, Betty McCray, Joanne
Owen, Eleanor Smith, Nancy
Tyler, Gretchen Reiche, Mary Lou
Gratto, June Tevan, Mignonett ^
March, Constance Bemister, Flora
Yankowsky, Constance Taylor,
Sylvia Caron, Jeanette Capozza,
Jean Thomas.
Elena St. Angelo, Lois Ann ^
Dickson, Ruth Kenney, Helen Ek,
Malcolm Carr, Philip Petersen,
Lloyd Pox, Victor Catir, Allan
Zelansky, Harry Jacobson, Eu-
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Poems by three Portland High
School pupils have been accepted
for publication in the annual An-
thology of High School Poetry, a
book published by the National
High School Poetry Association,!
Los Angeles, Calif., it was learned'
today.
Two of the poems received spe-
cial mention awards, according to
information from editors of the
publication.
They were Naif Gem by Miss
Mingnonette Marsh, a senior: and
Patterns, by Samuel Bleier, a ju-
nior.
The third poem to be accepted
was At The Altar, by Miss Jeanne






















V^HIS CONTEST was under the auspices
of the English C* classes. Thejudges were Miss
Lysla I. Abbott, school librarian of the Portland
Public Library; Miss Laura Eldrige, reference




By Joanne E. Howland, ’49
I tiptoe softly down the center aisle
And kneel among the sleeping shadows there;
A few, dim sunbeams play upon the walls
Where graceful arches rise in praise to God.
The tall, slim tapers gleam like friendly eyes
Upon the altar. As I bow my head,
I know the holy presence of my Lord;
And, with the arches, lift my heart in praise.
Second Prize
PRECEDING WINTER
By Mignonette Marsh, ’49
A crumpled, breeze-blown leaf
Is twisting up the street,
Riddled by insects in its former green days.
From a bench on the sidewalk,
Waiting for the bus,
An old, sagacious, life-scarred man
Turns to us,
“Fate,” is all he says.
Third Prize
PATTERNS
By Samuel Bleier, ’50
Giants green in all their splendor.
Singing in the summer breeze;
Waving lightly, colored brightly.
Lovely, sightly, billowing trees.
Every leaf a sparkling emerald
Glittering in the jeweled sun.
Each with undulating borders




Every night when I go to bed,
The little stars shine overhead.
They look like daisies of gold and white.
That dot the meadow of the night.
SKIER
By Lorraine Booth, ’52
Up on the ski tow,
Down like a flash.
Around the corner.
Then there’s a crash!
Up go the skis,
Down go the poles;
But where you are.
Nobody knows!
SUDDEN ENDING
By George Cosgrove, ’52
I think that there shall never be a harder task
set out for me.
Than to write these lines of poetry. Eight ! and
how to do it, I cannot see.
For nights I sat up burning oil, and did not
mind the gruesome toil.
I turned in the work produced, and saw my
below-par marks reduced.
Here I sit in silent awe; this gigantic task I
ne’er forsaw.
Should I, by some trick of fate, become a man
considered “great,”
It will not be by rhyme and verse, (Nothing
could I do much worse!)
One more line to go, my friend, and, as a poet
—
here’s the end.





















The type in this booklet was set by hand by Guy
Ciccarelli in the Portland High School Printing
Laboratory, Portland, Maine. It is composed in
Century Oldstyle type.





